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Three Frameworks of Responsible Metrics

❖San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment: DORA  (2012)
https://sfdora.org/ 

❖ Leiden Manifesto (2015)
http://www.leidenmanifesto.org/

❖Metric Tide (2015)
https://responsiblemetrics.org/the-metric-tide/

https://sfdora.org/
http://www.leidenmanifesto.org/
https://responsiblemetrics.org/the-metric-tide/


Guidelines/Recommendations

• Quantitative evaluation should support & not replace qualitative, expert 
assessment

• Inappropriate indicators create perverse incentives

• Keep data collection and analytical processes open and transparent, so 
those being evaluated can test and verify the results

• Suite of indicators is preferred – reduces gaming



Guidelines/Recommendations

• One size does not fit all: different fields/disciplines have different 
publication & citation practices

• Encourage responsible authorship practices & provision of information 
about specific contributions of authors

• Cite primary literature in favour of reviews in order to give credit to 
author(s) who first reported a finding

• Value all research outputs: articles, data, policy, code, etc. 



Sites for Discussion





DORA Signatories



“Libraries are an important hub of bibliometric practices as well as 
indispensable executors and drivers of responsible research 
assessments.”

Coombs, S.K., & Peters, I. (2017). The Leiden Manifesto Under Review: What Libraries Can 
Learn From It. Digital Library Perspectives Vol. 33 Issue: 4, pp.324-
338, https://doi.org/10.1108/DLP-01-2017-0004

https://doi.org/10.1108/DLP-01-2017-0004


The University of Alberta and 
responsible metrics.
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Some Context
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Why is this important?



Institutional governance at the University of 
Alberta is a long and complicated process. 

(and I’m not sure why this surprises me)
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But until the bigwigs work their magic, what are some possible 
ways we can act responsibly in the work we do?
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NO YES

JIF Aggregate level data for faculties/departments

Researcher level data, unless appropriate More/better targeted education

No comparative data on individuals Push for explicit criteria be provided for internal 

grants

Of course, not compare fields of research Provide a multiple number of indicators

Be transparent about methodologies we use

Make sure Faculty/Department members know 

that an assessment is taking place and allow 

them to double check data

More conversations



Places where I foresee some problems
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The need to eliminate the use of journal-based metrics, such as Journal Impact Factors, in 

funding, appointment, and promotion considerations.

Quantitative evaluation should support qualitative, expert assessment.

Measure performance against the research missions of the institution, group or researcher

Avoid misplaced concreteness and false precision



And what would this actually mean?
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● Shared governance model

● Contract?

● Behavior change is difficult



A new look at the Journal Impact 
Factor:  ISI’s Profiles, not metrics report 

Marisa Ruccolo, MLIS

BRIC Conference, Université Laval

16.05.2019



“Some question whether journals, as we know them, will 
continue to exist or whether they will be displaced by 
Open Access or other forms of depository publication […]. 
In that event, “journal evaluation” per say may be no 
more, but don’t hold your breath.  Here come research 
fronts, co-citation clusters, semantic categories, page 
ranks, and other forms of classification, which is what 
conventional journals are inherently about.”

Dr. Eugene Garfield, 2007

Whither Journals and Impact Factors? Forward – Impact 
Factor of Scientific and Scholarly Journals: Its use and 
misuse in research evaluation. Scientometrics
Guidebooks Series, Vol:2 
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Trust the difference

Web of Science
• Lost information when data is squeezed into a 

single, unique and simplified metric

• Research administrators request such simplified 
metrics, disregarding counter-arguments 
offered by informed analysts 

• The innate appeal of summarized statistics and 
unique indicators such as the Journal Impact 
Factor used to evaluate human researchers or 
individual publications, and the h-index

• We need to educate to steer away from one-
dimensional rankings, an unfavourable stance 
with institutional missions 

• For every misused metric, there is a better 
alternative
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Trust the difference

Web of Science

Using Journal Impact Factor 
scores as a measure (or proxy) 
of performance for individual 
papers or authors represents 
IMPROPER USE of the metric in 
research evaluation.
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Journals: The Journal Impact Factor versus Journal Citation Reports distributions

A single metric only shows you a past reference, 
without context. 
The JIF is a statistic summary for a complete journal. 
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Journals: The Journal Impact Factor versus Journal Citation Reports distributions

The JIF does NOT give information on:

• The content  within the journal, especially not at a 
single publication level

• Even less, does it give research impact information on 
a human being (J in JCR = Journal) 

• JCR offers much more than the JIF
• Immediacy Index
• Eigenfactor Score
• The 5-year JIF 
• Journal Source Data  
• Cited &  Citing Journal Data
• Journal relationships
• Historical JIFs

The JCR Reports distribution gives you:

• The median (orange line) : Demonstrates the 
number of the papers in the denominator
were cited fewer and more than « x » 
number of times

• The median (green line): Demonstrates the 
same, for reviews

• Other figures such as:
• Contributions by country & region
• Contributions by organizations
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Impact Factor Trend Graph 

The Impact Factor in the 
context of its performance 
over time helps determine 
if journal’s influence in the 
literature is growing, 
declining, or remaining 
stable.  
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Each bar on the graph represents the number of citable items in the journal that have accrued a particular number of 
citations in 2017. All graphs display 1-50 citations, plus one bar for papers with more than 50 citations.

Histogram: Overview
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Positive Market Feedback 
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ISI’s Recent Reports



Web of Science Group retains all intellectual property rights in, and asserts rights of confidentiality over, all parts of its response submitted within this presentation. 
By submitting this response we authorise you to make and distribute such copies of our proposal within your organisation and to any party contracted directly 
to solely assist in the evaluation process of our presentation on a confidential basis. Any further use will be strictly subject to agreeing appropriate terms.

Thank you

Marisa Ruccolo, MLIS 

marisa.ruccolo@clarivate.com

clarivate.com/products/webofscience



Questions & Discussion



• Thane Chambers, University of Alberta

• Heather Cunningham, University of Toronto

• Marisa Ruccolo, The Web of Science Group
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